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Flavia Coelho



RELEASE DATE
12th NOVEMBER 2012

Label: Discograph
File Under: World music / Brazil
Catalogue No: 6149962
Barcode: 3700426918091
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Bossa Muffin
Nossa Diario edition
FLAVIA COELHO

Bossa Muffin is a "traveller’s diary" as Flavia Coelho describes it herself. It tells the story of a man who travels the world
in order to find out more about himself. After leaving Rio de Janeiro for Paris in 2006, she met Bika Bika Pierre, a
musician from Cameroon, who "opened the path to African music" for her, encouraging her to take up the guitar and work
with fellow musician and producer Victor Vagh. With her two accomplices, joined by a group of musicians from various
horizons, Flavia managed to craft a finely assorted sound; Bossa Muffin highlights the variety of her vocal talent.

Bossa Muffin is a unique mix of samba and bossa nova harmonic treasures, the hypnotic rhythm of the popular
Nordestino music (forro, pagode…), the bouncing loops of reggae, the skilful braggadocio of ragamuffin, the essential
pulses of African music, or even a glimpse of Catalan rumba…all of the above, seasoned with the voice of Flavia Coelho,
no added effects or conceit – just a soft voice, a proud and fragile twang, appealing and warm, her colloquial voice, deep
and natural. Erasing the boundaries between genre, between the tradition and the contemporary, Bossa Muffin, is
however not a synthetic product created artificially in a laboratory, but rather a flavoursome fruit perfectly matured with
unique experience and personality. This edition includes the single “Periferia” as well as her duet with Tom Fire “Mina de
Niteroi”.

This new edition of the album (the first to be available in the UK) comes with four bonus tracks.

Flavia is playing live at the Purcell Room, London, on 15th November. She will be appearing as a guest on BBC Radio 4
Woman's Hour on that date.

Track listing:
01 Bossa Muffin (O Viajante) / 02 Amor e Futebol / 03 Sunshine / 04 A Foto / 05 De Paris à Rio / 06 Cocha Bamba / 07
O Genio / 08 Interlude / 09 Canta comingo / 10 Agnès / 11 Decide / 12 O que sou / 13 Bossa Bika nova / 14 Liberdade
Nosso Diario bonus tracks:
15 Rap Sem Armas / 16 Parano / 17 Periferia / 18 Mina de Niteroi



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: World / France / Jewish 
Catalogue No: NJ622611
Barcode: 3298496226111
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Talila VOCALS
Teddy Lasry PIANO, CLARINETS,
SAXOPHONE, ACCORDION
Pierre Mortarelli / Christophe Wallemme
DOUBLE BASS 
André Ceccarelli DRUMS 
Denys Lable ELECTRIC GUITAR
Slim Pezin BANJO
Daniel Zimmermann TROMBONE
Michel Derouin CORNET, BUGLE
Olivier Manoury BANDONEON

Le Temps des Bonheurs
TALILA

Singer, writer and famous storyteller, Talila is back with a strong album that evokes times of happiness with nostalgia,
humor, and emotion. With an acuteness and unparalleled subtlety, she tells about her youth as a Jewish child in France
after the war and covers some of the most beautiful songs of the Yiddish repertoire. Between Jazz and tradition, she is
backed by a majestic group that swings hard, led by Teddy Lasry on piano and clarinet, and André Ceccarelli who is
majestic on drums… Wonderful!

1. Le temps des bonheurs
2. Ikh benk aheym
3. Oy mame, bin ikh farlibt
4. Oyfn pripetshik
5. Tif vi di nakht
6. Mazl
7. Der nayer sher
8. Negerish
9. Rose of the Volga
10. Misirlou
11. La vieille dame de la rue de Siam
12. Farges mikh nisht
13. Yosl, Yosl, ou Joseph, Joseph
14. Ani maamin
15. Russian Lullaby



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: World music / Spain
Catalogue No: 2742183
Barcode: 3149024218323
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Juan de Lerida, guitar
Marcelino Claveria, vocals
Juan del Pocho, rhythm guitar
David Claveria, cajon
Viviane Szabo buzuki, percussions
Maria Fernandez, backing vocals
José Claveria & Tana Claveria, palmas
Olivier Battle, electric bass, double bass
Kim Dan Le Oc Mach, violin

Noche En Blanco
JUAN DE LERIDA

His music, which was both very open to the world and strongly rooted in tradition, made him one of the main founders of
'Nuevo Flamenco'.  For this new album, Juan has juxtaposed his musical style with that of the Sevilla native David Peña
Dorantes, descendent of a famous line of Andalusian Gypsies. The group which accompanies Juan is made up of some
exceptional musicians, who also performed on Quimeras (his first album). An insatiable musician, Juan, with the deepest
possible empathy for his listeners, produces compositions which are as technically advanced as they are accessible.
Maintaining this perilous balance between improvisation and subtly transcribed structure gives Juan de Lerida’s music its
own special character, which is at its most expressive in both the wildest and the calmest passages.

1 	Puertas de otoño 	4'09 	 
2 	Luzanda 	2'28 	 
3 	En el aire 	5'47 	 
4 	La seis de la mañana 	4'00 	 
5 	Tio Milio 	5'04 	 
6 	Eclipse of the moon 	4'29 	 
7 	Torea 	4'51 	 
8 	Sarapé 	4'09 	 
9 	Noche en Blanco 	3'34 	 
10 	Palomas de Noche 	3'13 	 
11 	Veinte años 	3'11 	 
12 	Ladrón de Sueños 	3'52 	 



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Le Chant du Monde
Catalogue No: 2742228/29
Barcode: 3149024222825
Price: MID PRICE
Format: CD + DVD
Packaging: digipack
World Music: FRANCE

Oai e Libertat
MASSILIA SOUND SYSTEM

Le Chant du Monde reissue the four most recent albums by Massilia Sound System - Marseille's own ragamuffin
troubadours. Oai e Libertat was originally released in 2007 and comes with a live in concert DVD Live e Libertat (2008).

"Massilia Sound System have been stirring Marseille's surroundings by being sensational and outspoken, since 1984.
The seven composers and performers vast ambition is to help cross cultural exchanges back to their feet, via the power
of the city's interbreeding, thus bringing back tolerance and « joie de vivre ». Their motto is to rouse crowds and bridge
the generation gap. It keeps spreading through their constantly brisk and lively music and their catching optimism on
stage.

But what does their music sound like? Raggamuffin from Marseille they are the only ones to have the knack of. Occitan is
the official language they write in. They use microphones even more than ever to bring people out and convey their drive,
to gather the audience around their latest CD which advocates freedom and blames oppression. They are inspired by the
wide range of Marseille's cultural aspects which have made of the city a unique living place."

1 	Massilia fai avans 	3'40 	 
2 	Rendez-vous à Marseille 	5'02 	 
3 	De longue 	4'06 	 
4 	Oai E Libertat (Tati N'inja reviendra) 	3'41 	 
5 	Toujours… (… et toujours) 	4'33 	 
6 	Lo micro es romput 	3'46 	 
7 	Ton Balanlè 	3'02 	 
8 	Au marché du soleil 	4'38 	 
9 	A l'agonie part. 2 	3'28 	 
10 	Lo grand tramblament 	4'00 	 
11 	Dimanche aux Goudes 	4'01 	 
12 	Laissa nos passar  3'59



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Le Chant du Monde
Catalogue No: 2742218
Barcode: 3149024221828
Price: MID PRICE
Format: CD + DVD
Packaging: cristal
World Music: FRANCE

Massilia Fait Tourner
MASSILIA SOUND SYSTEM

Le Chant du Monde reissue the four most recent albums by Massilia Sound System - Marseille's own ragamuffin
troubadours. Massilia Fait Tourner was originally released in 2004 and comes with a DVD entitled Clips, Docs and
Concerts.

"Massilia Sound System have been stirring Marseille's surroundings by being sensational and outspoken, since 1984.
The seven composers and performers vast ambition is to help cross cultural exchanges back to their feet, via the power
of the city's interbreeding, thus bringing back tolerance and « joie de vivre ». Their motto is to rouse crowds and bridge
the generation gap. It keeps spreading through their constantly brisk and lively music and their catching optimism on
stage.

But what does their music sound like? Raggamuffin from Marseille they are the only ones to have the knack of. Occitan is
the official language they write in. They use microphones even more than ever to bring people out and convey their drive,
to gather the audience around their latest CD which advocates freedom and blames oppression. They are inspired by the
wide range of Marseille's cultural aspects which have made of the city a unique living place."

1 	Les Papets, les minots… 	3'55 	 
2 	Toute petite danse 	3'19 	 
3 	Jompa vo 	3'57 	 
4 	Lâcher prise 	5'16 	 
5 	Dins mon Canton 	2'54 	 
6 	Sus n'er de reggae 	4'37 	 
7 	Pauvre de nous 	4'21 	 
8 	Jovent 	3'47 	 
9 	Commando fada 	3'32 	 
10 	Quand ma petite est dans la place 	4'42 	 
11 	M.C.'s 	5'12 	 
12 	Bouteille sur bouteille 	5'38 	 
13 	Lo Oai 	5'04 	 
14 	Tuba la pipa 	4'03



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Le Chant du Monde
Catalogue No: 2742217
Barcode: 3149024221729
Price: MID PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
World Music: FRANCE

Occitanista
MASSILIA SOUND SYSTEM

 Le Chant du Monde reissue the four most recent albums by Massilia Sound System - Marseille's own ragamuffin
troubadours. Occitanista was originally released in 2002.

"Massilia Sound System have been stirring Marseille's surroundings by being sensational and outspoken, since 1984.
The seven composers and performers vast ambition is to help cross cultural exchanges back to their feet, via the power
of the city's interbreeding, thus bringing back tolerance and « joie de vivre ». Their motto is to rouse crowds and bridge
the generation gap. It keeps spreading through their constantly brisk and lively music and their catching optimism on
stage.

But what does their music sound like? Raggamuffin from Marseille they are the only ones to have the knack of. Occitan is
the official language they write in. They use microphones even more than ever to bring people out and convey their drive,
to gather the audience around their latest CD which advocates freedom and blames oppression. They are inspired by the
wide range of Marseille's cultural aspects which have made of the city a unique living place."

1 	Occitanista 	2'32 	 
2 	Les Papets, les minots 	3'43 	 
3 	Toute petite danse 	5'20 	 
4 	I a tant de causas sus terra 	3'58 	 
5 	Dins mon canton 	3'49 	 
6 	Passa mon bloco 	2'45 	 
7 	Ne me dis pas non 	4'06 	 
8 	Lâcher prise 	4'35 	 
9 	Joglars 	3'46 	 
10 	Monter l'aïoli 	3'25 	 
11 	Mazurka planeteria 	4'21 	 
12 	Quand ma petite est dans la place 	3'56 	 
13 	Street dinner 	4'28 	 
14 	Lo tamborn dei poples 	5'05 	 
15 	Incasinati 	5'02 	 
16 	M.C.'S 	5'06 	 
17 	La regenta de mon cor 	6'16



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Le Chant du Monde
Catalogue No: 2742216
Barcode: 3149024221620
Price: MID PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
World Music: FRANCE

3968 CR 13
MASSILIA SOUND SYSTEM

Le Chant du Monde reissue the four most recent albums by Massilia Sound System - Marseille's own ragamuffin
troubadours. 3968 CR 13 was originally released in 2001.

"Massilia Sound System have been stirring Marseille's surroundings by being sensational and outspoken, since 1984.
The seven composers and performers vast ambition is to help cross cultural exchanges back to their feet, via the power
of the city's interbreeding, thus bringing back tolerance and « joie de vivre ». Their motto is to rouse crowds and bridge
the generation gap. It keeps spreading through their constantly brisk and lively music and their catching optimism on
stage.

But what does their music sound like? Raggamuffin from Marseille they are the only ones to have the knack of. Occitan is
the official language they write in. They use microphones even more than ever to bring people out and convey their drive,
to gather the audience around their latest CD which advocates freedom and blames oppression. They are inspired by the
wide range of Marseille's cultural aspects which have made of the city a unique living place."

1 	3968 CR 13 	2'21 	 / 2 	Pauvre de nous 	4'37 / 3 	Sus n'er de reggae 	4'38 	 / 4 	Jovent 	3'48 / 5 	Y'a des fois 	3'18 	 / 6
	Bouteille sur bouteille 	4'46 / 7 	Elles ont des pilotis 	5'16 	 / 8 	Occitanin Hokin 	1'30 / 9 	Tout le monde ment 	2'39 / 10
	Tartarassas e vautors 	3'35 / 11 	La fille du selecta 	3'41 	 / 12 	Vida 	2'21 / 13 	Triste es lo trin 	3'38 / 14 	Tenson du
bambou 	2'37 	 / 15 	Doca amiga 	3'43 	/ 16 	Quand j'étais minot 	2'18 	 / 17 	L'Eclat de la rose 	3'26 / 18 	Mefi 	4'53 / 19
	Lei companhs de fin amor 	5'00 	 



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: World music / Argentina
Catalogue No: 5742193/97
Barcode: 3149024219351
Price: BUDGET PRICE
Format: 5 CD
Packaging: box set
César Stroscio - bandonéon
François Rabbath - bass 
Gabriel Rivano - bandonéon
Horacio Presti, guitarrón
Jorge Sarraute - bass, guitar, vocals
Juan Cedrón - vocals, guitar
Luis Rigou - flute 
Miguel Praino - alto saxophone
Paco Ibanez - vocals, guitar (1 to 5)
Ricardo Moyano - guitar
Román Cedrón - bass

Anclao en Paris 
CUARTETO CEDRON

Six original albums (recorded between 1973-1990) on five CDs. The box set incorporates slipcase albums with a
78-page French/English/Spanish booklet, in a sturdy slim box.  

Born in 1964 in Buenos Aires, the Cuarteto Cedrón established itself in Paris in 1974. Then for twenty years the band
travelled in Europe, performing on the most well-known stages as well as the most popular ones. There's still fascination
and violent beauty that secretly emerge from their music. It can be called tango as everyone knows it, but the Cuarteto
Cedrón is developing a dream world which is both unique and striking.



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Air Mail Music
File Under: World music / India
Catalogue No: SA141239
Barcode: 3700089412394
Price: BUDGET PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

India - Tabla from Jaipur
LATIF AHMED KHAN

On this, Latif Ahmed Khan's second solo recording, he presents gems of the purest tabla tradition. Pancham Sawari,
Basant Taal and Asht Mangal are rhythmic patterns (taals) belonging to a rich heritage that he learned from his guru
Ustad Hidayat Khan, and on which he has worked since his earliest youth.



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Air Mail Music
File Under: World music / Spain
Catalogue No: SA141240
Barcode: 3700089412400
Price: BUDGET PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Canary Islands - Timple
ANDRE CHARBONNEAU

The timple, typical of the Canary Islands, is a small, five-string guitar with an arched back, or hump, which gives it the
nickname "camellito sonoro". The composer and guitartist Andre Charbonneau pays tribute on this traditional instrument
to the "islands of eternal spring".



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9549-2
Barcode: 614427954923
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Heinz Sauer - tenor saxophone
Michael Wollny - piano

Don't Explain
Live in Concert
HEINZ SAUER & MICHAEL WOLLNY

Right on time for German jazz icon Heinz Sauer's 80th birthday, ACT releases "Don't Explain", the fourth album of the
Heinz Sauer/Michael Wollny duo – recorded live in Darmstadt, where the collaboration began 9 years ago. 

The duo's improvisations develop their very own intensity among the late Gothic arches from the 14th century, "because
the spontaneously invented sound unfolds differently here than in other concert houses," says Wollny. Under these very
special conditions, the duo dared to try a live recording. They could trust each other blindly. Miles Davis, Billie Holiday,
e.s.t., Prince, and even Bob Dylan, that other great narrative maverick, serve them as milestones on their dreamlike
excursions.

And so "Don't Explain" is an impressive documentation of a vibrant musical partnership. It is the best birthday present
Heinz Sauer could have hoped for. "Getting older doesn't have to be a bad thing," he says. "As a musician, an artist, I
feel truly privileged."

01 All Blues (Miles Davis) 6:40
02 Nothing Compares 2 U (Prince) 5:09
03 Don't Explain (Billie Holiday) 9:26
04 Wenn der Pastor im grünen Hemd… (Heinz Sauer) 2:58
05 Open Fields (Heinz Sauer / Michael Wollny) 3:07
06 There Again (Michael Wollny) 5:43
07 Make You Feel My Love (Bob Dylan) 6:00
08 Believe Beleft Below (e.s.t.) 4:21
09 Space Cake (Michael Wollny) 4:11
10 Kind of Blues (Heinz Sauer / Michael Wollny) 3:21

Produced by Siggi Loch
Recorded live by Walter Quintus, September 2, 2012 at Stadtkirche Darmstadt



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT6003-2
Barcode: 614427600325
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: CD + DVD
Packaging: digipack

It's Snowing on my Piano 
Platinum Edition CD + DVD
BUGGE WESSELTOFT

Since Bugge Wesseltoft’s ACT debut and first solo album ever „It’s Snowing On My Piano“ was released in 1997, the
album became a modern Christmas classic. The music was celebrated for it’s „almost transcendental beauty“ and
timeless meditative power. With more than 130,000 copies sold, “the greatest Christmas-CD in contemporary jazz“
(German newspaper WAZ) likewise became ACT’s best selling album to this day. Just in time for it’s 15th anniversary,
the Platinum Edition of the album is made available in the UK for the first time.

The bonus DVD which comes with the platinum edition shows excerpts from Bugge Wesseltoft’s only Christmas concert,
until now, as guest of Nils Landgren’s Christmas Concert With My Friends (ACTDVD 9901-9) on December 4, 2005, in
Märsta / Stockholm, Sweden.

CD
1.	It's snowing on my piano - 05:02 
2.	In Dulce Jubile - 06:05 
3.	Mitt hjerte alltid vanker - 04:46 
4.	Deilig er jorden - 04:18 
5.	O little town of Bethlehem - 04:51 
6.	Du gronne, glitrende tre - 03:28
7.	Det kimer na til julefest - 04:16 
8.	What Child Is This? - 03:43 
9.	Kimmer, I klokker - 03:51 
10.	Es ist ein Ros entsprungen - 03:09 
11.	Stille Nacht - 05:43 
12.	Into eternal silence - 03:22 

DVD
1.	In Dulce Jubilo / Det kimer nå til julefest - 08:43 
2.	Det Strålar en stjärna - 02:31 
3.	Es ist ein Ros entsprungen - 05:27 
4.	Stille Nacht, heilige Nacht - 05:41 



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACTLP9260-1
Barcode: 614427926012
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: LP

It's Snowing on my Piano LP
BUGGE WESSELTOFT

Since Bugge Wesseltoft’s ACT debut and first solo album ever „It’s Snowing On My Piano“ was released in 1997, the
album became a modern Christmas classic. The music was celebrated for it’s „almost transcendental beauty“ and
timeless meditative power. With more than 130.000 copies sold, “the greatest Christmas-CD in contemporary jazz“
(German newspaper WAZ) likewise became ACT’s best selling album to this day. Just in time for it’s 15th anniversary, a
high definition analogue remaster of the original album is exclusively rereleased on Vinyl.

A
01 It’s Snowing On My Piano (Bugge Wesseltoft) 5:02
02 In Dulce Jubilo (traditional) 6:05
03 Mitt hjerte alltid vanker (traditional) 4:46
04 Deilig er jorden (traditional) 4:18
05 O Little Town Of Bethlehem (Lewis Redner) 4:51
B
01 Du grønne, glitrende tre (Edvard Grieg) 3:28
02 Det kimer nå til julefest (traditional) 4:16
03 What Child Is This/ Greensleeves (traditional) 3:41
04 Kimer, I klokker (traditional) 3:51
05 Es ist ein Ros entsprungen (Michael Praetorius) 3:09
06 Stille Nacht, heilige Nacht (F.X. Gruber, J. Mohr) 5:43
07 Into Eternal Silence (Bugge Wesseltoft) 3:22



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Ogun Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: OGCD039
Barcode: 5020675572362
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Alexander Hawkins - piano
Louis Moholo-Moholo - drums & percussion

Keep Your Heart Straight
ALEXANDER HAWKINS & LOUIS MOHOLO-MOHOLO

It was May 2009 when I first heard Alexander Hawkins play – at the Vortex Jazz Club, with the Anthony Braxton’s
cornet-playing protégé Taylor Ho Bynum, bassist Dominic Lash and drummer Harris Eisenstadt in the Convergence
Quartet. The music was an idiomatic white-knuckle ride, and all the players were variously fascinating – but the then 28
year-old Hawkins was a revelation, for the audacity of his ideas, the depth of his understanding of both thematic and
free-form musics, and for his Cecil Taylor-like stamina and power. At the end of that year, I made Hawkins my choice as
the rising young player to watch in every media outlet I could get the news into. But his achievements since, including
through-composed music, the jazz of Thelonious Monk or Steve Lacy, fine-detail free-improv, reinvented Hammond
organ funk and a lot more, have exceeded all expectations.

With this album, Hawkins explores one of his most productive musical relationships, with the great South African
percussionist Louis Moholo-Moholo. If you detect a glimpse or two of classic South African jazz in the solemn, hymn-like
chords in Amaxesha Osizi or Hawkins’ rocking, early-Abdullah drive on Hear Our Hearts, they represent the young
Oxford pianist’s enthusiasm for that culture’s fusion of soulfulness and townships jive, and the percussion giant’s
profound experiences of it, that drew these two together in the first place. But, typically for both players, this session
spans far wider horizons, and the pair traverse them with astonishing empathy and alert impulsiveness...In the rich jazz
history of an old lion making inspired new music with a young one, Keep Your Heart Straight deserves a very prominent
place on the podium.
John Fordham – August 2012 (from the sleevenotes)

1. Heavy Manners 14:18 
2. Amaxesha Osizi (Times of Sorrow) 7:33 
3. Hear Our Hearts 8:13
4. If I Should Lose You 5:25 
5. Pure Vision 5:43 
6. Lakutshon’ Ilanga 6:03
7. Catch You On The Rebound 5:47 
8. Prelude To A Kiss 4:39 
9. Keep Your Heart Straight 7:41
Recorded 24th October 2011 at Fish Factory, London



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Emanem
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: EM5027
Barcode: 5030243502721
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
John Stevens - drum set (& voice)
Paul Rutherford - trombone & euphonium
Evan Parker - soprano & tenor saxophones
Barry Guy - double bass & electronics

One Four and Two Twos
JOHN STEVENS / PAUL RUTHERFORD / EVAN PARKER / BARRY
GUY

A fiery improvised quartet session organised by JOHN STEVENS, with PAUL RUTHERFORD, EVAN PARKER and
BARRY GUY. This 1978 set was previously issued on View LP VS 011 and Konnex KCD 5049 with the title 4, 4, 4,.
Added to this are two previously unissued duo performances by Rutherford & Guy in 1979 and Stevens & Parker in 1992,
which contrast with each other and with the quartet.

JOHN STEVENS / PAUL RUTHERFORD / EVAN PARKER / BARRY GUY
1 - 1,4,4, - 4:29
2 - 2,4,4, - 11:01
3 - 3,4,4, - 7:42
4 - 4,4,4, - 18:24
5 - 5,4,4, - 1:38
Analogue studio recordings made in London - 1978 August 31

PAUL RUTHERFORD / BARRY GUY 
6 - 1,3,2, - 4:08
7 - 2,3,2, - 7:44
8 - 3,3,2, - 8:19
Previously unissued. Analogue concert recordings made in Milano (Teatro Auteo)  - 1979 November 22

JOHN STEVENS / EVAN PARKER
9 - 1,2,2, - 10:20
10 - 2,2,2, - 3:24
Previously unissued. Digital concert recordings made in London (Rumours) by Martin Davidson- 1992 January 24

Total time 77:51



RELEASE DATE
3RD DECEMBER 2012

Label: Emanem
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: EM5026
Barcode: 5030243502622
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Charlotte Hug - viola, voice
Frédéric Blondy - piano

Bouquet
CHARLOTTE HUG & FRÉDÉRIC BLONDY

Both Charlotte Hug (viola and voice) & Frédéric Blondy (piano) use extended techniques on their respective instruments
making their duo sound like no other. The feeling varies from agitated and fast to calm and still, and the sound world from
acoustic to electronically mysterious even though no electronic manipulation is used. The CD is summed up in Dan
Warburton's notes as 'top-notch music made by two outstanding performers with exceptional ears for pitch, rhythm,
timbre and structure at the micro and macro level.'

1 - LA BELLE SULTANE - 4:22
2 - OEILLET PARFAIT - 4:48
3 - SOMBREUIL - 8:53
4 - CATO'S PINK CLUSTER - 4:49
5 - BOULE DE NEIGE - 2:31
6 - ROSA MOYESII - 7:22
7 - ZÉPHIRINE - 3:53
8 - MINNEHAHA - 4:46
9 - THALIA REMONTANT - 10:28
10 - NOVA ZAMBLA - 7:03
11 - DOUBLE DELIGHT - 7:48
12 - THOR - 5:59

Digital studio recordings made in Paris by Augustin Muller - 2008 March 23 & 24
Total time 73:06
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On Broadway Vols 1,2,3,4,5
PAUL MOTIAN

Broadway is like a magnet for the young Paul Motian, born in 1931. The wonderful shows of the composers Harold Arlen,
George Gershwin, Cole Porter, Irving Berlin and Jay Livingston cast a spell over him and fascinate him all of his life.
Broadway, the cornucopia, lavishes on the world the most beautiful harmonies and melodies, which jazz musicians adopt
as their standards. On 5 CDs Paul Motian and a truly top-class lineup – among them Bill Frisell, Joe Lovano, Charlie
Haden, and Chris Potter – play the highlights of the Great American Songbook. Paul Motian wanders through the big
shows of his youth, surprises with his unorthodox selection and convinces with highest musicianship, attracting every
curious listener with his magnetic energy and thrilling musicality.

PERSONNEL:
CD1 & CD2: Paul Motian: drums / Joe Lovano: tenor saxophone / Bill Frisell: electric guitar / Charlie Haden: bass

CD3: Paul Motian: drums / Lee Konitz: soprano and alto saxophones / Joe Lovano: tenor saxophone / Bill Frisell: guitar /
Charlie Haden: bass

CD4: (Trio 2000 + Two) Paul Motian: drums / Chris Potter: saxophone / Larry Grenadier: bass + Rebecca Martin: vocals /
Masabumi Kikuchi: piano

CD5: (Trio 2000 + Two) Paul Motian: drums / Thomas Morgan: bass / Loren Stillman: saxophone + Michaël Attias:
saxophone / Masabumi Kikuchi: piano
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Dave Liebman - soprano sax, tenor sax 
Richie Beirach - piano 
Ron McClure - bass 
Billy Hart - drums

Circular Dreaming
Quest Plays the Music of Miles' 60s
QUEST

Miles Davis once proudly noted that Wayne Shorter became a composer in his years with the trumpeter.  Shorter
provided most of the repertoire for the Davis band from 1964 to 1968 and offered a new sense of harmonic and thematic
openness that could seem undefined, to the point of evanescence, but was ultimately visionary and powerfully
transfixing. (Davis valued these compositions so much that he named three of his albums after Wayne Shorter titles:
ESP, Nefertiti and Water Babies.) 

The band Quest has played its own brand of modal music since 1981, the year of its first recording. Dave Liebman, the
band’s horn player, had played in the Miles Davis group in 1972. He had also worked in a band led by Elvin Jones’ who,
of course, had been the drummer with John Coltrane, a member of an earlier Davis quintet and one of Liebman’s major
musical influences. It’s no surprise, then, that the music of Quest is informed by the spirits of the Coltrane and Davis
bands. The surprise is that Quest offers this music in new, less abstract ways.

1. Pinocchio  (Wayne Shorter)
2. Prince of Darkness (Wayne Shorter)
3. Footprints (Wayne Shorter)
4. M.D. (Dave Liebman)
5. Hand Jive (Tony Williams)
6. Vonetta 
7. Nefertiti (Wayne Shorter)
8. Circular Dreaming (Richie Beirach)
9. Paraphernalia (Wayne Shorter)
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Miriam Klein - vocals
Sir Roland Hanna - piano
George Mraz - bass

By Myself
MIRIAM KLEIN

Swiss vocalist Miriam Klein first came into the public eye when she performed in Paris in the 1950s with Dexter Gordon,
Pierre Michelot, Don Byas and Art Simmons. Later she attended Music School in Vienna and went back to Switzerland to
work with the ensembles of her husband, trumpeter and guitarist Oscar Klein. It was in the 1960s and 1970 that she
became known internationally.

In 1978 her album 'By Myself' was produced by concert management tycoon Horst Lippmann for the L+R label.
Lippmann: “ This is the NEW Miriam Klein confident of her own way of singing. A Miriam Klein “By Herself” – hence the
album title.” Jazz critic Markus Woelfle: “It is her best recording and if she were an American lady and not a Swiss this
album would be the pride of everyone's vocal collection. The emotional power of her voice and the rich shadings of her
interpretations are highlighted by the perfect accompaniment of her inspired sidemen Roland Hanna and George Mraz.
It is rare that a pianist offers such perfection and musical additions to a singer - the solos are brilliant and of perfect
architecture without overpowering the vocalist.

Miriam Klein celebrated her last triumph on her saxophonist son David's 'My Marilyn' album (ENJ-9422) and the label is
proud to now present 'By Myself' for the first time on CD. 

1. Something To Remember You By 05:08 / 2. By Myself 03:33 / 3. Bei Mir Bist DU Schoen 04:23 / 4. Lush Life 04:08 / 5.
Sophisticated Lady 04:49 / 6. There Is No Greater Love 03:28 / 7. Prelude To A Kiss 03:20 / 8. Mean To Me 03:50 / 9. It's
A Sin To Tell A Lie 04:21 / 10. I'm Glad There Is You 03:57 
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Dave Liebman - saxophones
Lewis Porter - piano
Marc Ribot - guitars
Brad Jones - bass
Chad Taylor - drums

Surreality
DAVE LIEBMAN / LEWIS PORTER
with special guest MARC RIBOT

David Liebman is considered a renaissance man in contemporary music with a career stretching over forty years. He has
played with many of the masters including Miles Davis, Chick Corea, John McLaughlin and others. What makes
"Surreality" different from his many other releases is the sheer intensity created by the meeting with Marc Ribot, Brad
Jones, Chad Taylor and Lewis Porter. An uncompromising tribute to the masters - featuring tracks by Coltrane, Ayler and
Coleman/Metheny alongside new compositions.  

1. Olivier (Lewis Porter) /  2. Untitled Free Ballad 1 /  3. Omega is the Alpha/Ghosts (Albert Ayler) / 4. Trigonometry
(Ornette Coleman/Pat Metheny) /  5. Surreality (Dave Liebman) /  6.Untitled Free Ballad 2 / 
7. Get Me Back to the Apple ( Dave Liebman ) /  8. Alabama (John Coltrane) 
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Helena Rüegg - bandoneon
Michel Godard - tuba, serpent, bass guitar
Quique Sinesi - guitar, charango

Dias de Felicidad
HELENA RÜEGG / MICHEL GODARD / QUIQUE SINESI

"Nowadays, the bandoneon is generally identified with Argentinian Tango. It is not widely known that this instrument was
invented in the middle of the 19th century in Carlsfeld (Ore Mountains, Germany) by Carl Friedrich Zimmermann with the
purpose of replacing the organ during church processions and to play miner songs and other folk music on it. The
so-called “miner´s piano“ soon became very popular when Saxon mine workers spread it all over Germany. 

Last year, while I was putting together the program for the bandoneon festival in Eisenach, I had the idea of trying out a
combination that had never been seen before in classical tango: would it be possible to have a bandoneon, a guitar and
a tuba playing together? What would the sound of such a trio be like? Of course, I was also prompted to this experiment
because I had particular musicians in mind: I was hoping that the meeting of such innovative improvisators as Michel
Godard and Quique Sinesi would create a new sound universe with a unique groove. Our repertoire consists of classical
tangos and milongas in new arrangements and pieces of our own with much improvisation, in which we realize our
musical visions." Helena Rüegg (from the sleevenotes)
 

1. A trace of grace (Michel Godard) 4:35 /  2. Dias de felicidad (Helena Rüegg) 3:58 /  3. Entresuenos (Quique Sinesi )
6:49  / 4. Maria va ( Antonio Tarrango Ros) 5:25 /  5. Oblivión ( Astor Piazzola) 4:38 /  6. Te vas milonga (Abel Fleury)
2:39 / 7. 8:24 PM (Quique Sinesi) 6:15 /  8. El choclo (Angel Villoldo) 5:04 /  9. Le wonnet oublié (Michel Godard) 6:32 /
10. Milonga de mis amores (Pedro Laurenz) 4:11 /  11. Huellas de melanconia (Helena Rüegg) 4:54 /  12. Danzarin
(Julian Plaza) 3:17 
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Swing de Paris
DJANGO REINHARDT

Nothing about Django Reinhardt suggested he would one day become the musician we know and love. Neither the social
background he came from, nor the instrument he chose to play, nor the unfortunate event which led to his hand being
mutilated. Django, a Romani gypsy, a guitarist and an invalid, never seemed pre-destined to step forward and take his
place among the jazz idols known to the public only by their nicknames or their first names - 'Satchmo', 'Duke', 'Count',
'Hawk', 'Prez', 'Bird', 'Dizzy', 'Bud', 'Miles', 'Trane' - so incontestably had they earned a seat in the pantheon of this
musical genre. His name was just as well-known as those of these legends, except that he wasn't born in New Orleans or
in Kansas City, but on the Old Continent; he hadn't grown up surrounded by blues music and gospel, but by czárdás,
mazurkas and other popular waltzes; he played neither the saxophone nor the trumpet, but instead, an instrument which
seemed to be totally at odds with jazz music due to its subdued sound: the guitar.

104 tracks. 68-page English/French booklet.

CD1 i. Django's Gypsy Childhood ii. Paris Musette iii. From Java to Jazz
CD2 Jazz Hot!
CD3 Nuages: Swing in Occupied France
CD4 American Dreams
CD5 Nights in Saint-Germain-Des-Prés
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Mansaadi
SANDRA NKAKÉ

Originally released in France in 2008, Jazz Village now makes Sandra Nkaké's debut album internationally available for
the first time.

Sandra Nkaké created her debut album, Mansaadi ("Little Mother"), in her own image.  Its elegant soul is playfully
eclectic, you will hear the latest new sounds as well as some jazz, a surprising contribution from the accordion and an
explosive reinterpretation of Georges Brassens.  The singing is superlative, her voice enveloping itself in the sensuality of
the songs and in the twists and turns of the rhythms.  The personality of this truly modern woman is reflected in her
themes which speak of sharing, of freedom, of love and of sincerity.  The album without doubt marked the birth of a major
new talent.

1 	The Way You Walk 	4'33 	 
2 	Happy 	3'32 	 
3 	I Miss My Land 	5'05 	 
4 	Stay True 	3'33 	 
5 	La Mauvaise Réputation 	5'38 	 
6 	Yayaya 	4'23 	 
7 	Time Healed Me 	3'43 	 
8 	Fairy Tales 	2'54 	 
9 	Disenchanted Son 	4'00 	 
10 	Souffles 	2'24 	 
11 	Mansaadi 	2'51 	 
12 	I've Been Loving You 	2'08 	 
13 	A New Shore 	4'18 	 
14 	I Believe 	9'24
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